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REASONS

TO MAKE EROAD YOUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

"We’re seeing major time and cost savings through automating
our RUC purchasing. It means our admin staff are no longer
disrupted from their job or having to waste time standing in
line at the Post Shop.
It’s less stressful for our drivers because they don’t have to
worry that their licences will be affected if they’re stopped
when their RUC has expired. And there’s no risk to the
company’s NZTA rating because we’re always compliant."

"Through EROAD we now have the resource and ability
to visually report on and track our four fleet types from
Kaitaia to Bluff. The visual picture we receive from the EROAD
reporting services enables us to effectively manage our fleet
and fuel consumption."
Mike Satherley, General Manager
PBT Transport

Already, we have significantly reduced our truck idle times
and speeding events and we are just scratching the surface."
David Snell , IT Manager
Move Logistics

It doesn’t matter where we are or what time of day it is, we can
see where our vehicles are and be sure they’re all compliant."
Cameron Bain, Transport Manager
Porter Haulage

Dave Coutts, General Manager
HydroVac

"Being able to track the location of our fleet and autopurchase our RUC while we’re out and about has been great.
However, the biggest gain and ultimate goal for us is the data
we are capturing.

"We’ve got Ehubos in 17 trucks and we’re carrying overweight
loads so we’re buying additional licences all the time. Being
able to buy licences over the web, using a mobile phone, is
really good for us when we’re having to do it several times a
day per truck.

"We’ve got two businesses and three workshops and we
can see what’s happening across all of them, on one screen,
thanks to EROAD. It makes servicing that many vehicles
much simpler and using an automated system rather
than manual we know we’re on track, and there’s no risk
of human error."
Paul McCurdy, Operations Manager
McCurdy Engineering

"EROAD’s reporting has been very beneficial for us. It’s a good
behavioural feedback tool, helping our drivers to be even
better operators. It’s helped with speed awareness and cut
idling time It’s not just one thing, though. The EROAD system
is a complete package for us."
Robert Zijp, Transport Manager
Mondiale Freight Services

THE EROAD SOLUTION
EROAD provides electronic RUC, compliance and commercial services on one secure platform to lower
overall costs and improve your return on investment.

Accurate

User friendly

EROAD’s independently proven, secure platform guarantees
accurate data that you can rely on.

Our solution is intuitive, user-friendly, designed with the customer
in mind.

Vehicle data is collected by our in-vehicle hardware at the rate
of one ping per second. EROAD hardware accurately records
distance within ±0.5%.

We work closely with our customers to ensure we are delivering
technology that meets your needs.

Reliable
System performance and redundancy is a key focus for
EROAD and our solution achieves an industry-leading 99.98%
service uptime.

Secure
Your data is safe with us. All vehicle GPS and RUC data
collected by EROAD is confidential and remains the property
of the transport operator. We regularly conduct independent
security testing and our policies and procedures are aligned to
internationally accepted control objectives and practices for
privacy, security and information systems.

Approved for business
Ehubo1, Ehubo2, Tubo and EROAD Electronic Logbook are
NZTA-approved.
EROAD is approved as an Industry Agent by NZ Transport
Agency under which it provides road user charge licensing
services.

Backed up by best-in-class customer service
Our Auckland-based customer service team is responsive,
knowledgeable, professional, friendly, and dedicated to ensuring
you get the most out of the EROAD system. We also offer a userfriendly help website with searchable topics, FAQs, online training
videos, and webinars.

1.
Improve visibility with accurate fleet tracking
Make your business safer and improve job scheduling and
productivity by optimising your fleet’s visibility.
EROAD’s best-in-class fleet tracking system displays
real-time vehicle information on digital maps, providing
data you can trust.
The ability to see your vehicles’ location helps you provide a
safe workplace, while your customers will be confident that
you can verify time on site.
• Daily Activity report displays vehicle activity over
24-hour period
• Geofence Activity Dashboard shows you each
vehicle’s average time on site, and helps identify
potential problem areas
• Retrospective Activity geofence lets you quickly check
in on past vehicle activity in any location
• Stop watch geofence lets you set time limits for
geofences and monitor time-on-site targets.

"We’re a rural-based operation so many of our drivers are in remote locations most days.
With the EROAD system we can now keep track of them wherever they are and know they’re safe."
Peter Fiddes, Managing Director
Amuri Transport

2.
Simplify health and safety compliance
Simplify health and safety compliance with EROAD’s
innovative technology and actionable insights and help
your business minimise risk, improve safety outcomes and
reduce costs.
An unsafe workplace can affect your ORS safety rating, ACC
and insurance premiums, and driver retention, and introduce
costs around penalties, downtime and lost business.
Our tools and reports have been developed in consultation
with our customers to help simplify compliance.
• EROAD Share provides visibility of
sub-contractor fleets
• EROAD Electronic Logbook supports fatigue
management and compliance with work and rest
time requirements
• Driver safety reporting encourages improved
performance
• Service module ensures your fleet is healthy,
well-maintained and safe.

"With the health and safety reforms, Waitomo is now using EROAD’s Electronic Logbook, Driver Vehicle Inspection Checklist
and Service module to help us make sure everything is ship shape. It’s part of our company’s philosophy of going paperless."
Leanne Milligan, Chief Financial Officer
Waitomo Group

3.
Promote better, safer driving
Boost your bottom line and your competitive edge by
encouraging and rewarding improved driving.
A high standard of driving across your fleet doesn’t just
protect your business’s reputation, it also protects your ORS
rating and helps reduce ACC and insurance premiums.
• Over Speed Dashboard shows speeding events and
trends at vehicle, driver and fleet level
• Virtual Speed Camera allows you to set safe operating
speeds for high-risk areas such as schools, black spots or
customer/supplier sites
• Leaderboard benchmarks drivers based on key
metrics: speeding, harsh braking, sharp acceleration
and cornering
• Drive Buddy provides in-cab driver feedback
• Driver Insight report generates individual feedback
on driver performance
• Idle report helps reduce vehicle wear
and tear and fuel costs.

"I can see Leaderboard reports at any time of day, any day of the year, on my phone. It’s a great innovation.
It makes my job much easier, being able to keep on top of what’s happening in the fleet remotely.
It’s providing me with all the information I need for compliance, health and safety and training."
Blair Inglis, Fleet Compliance Manager
Foodstuffs North Island

4.
Work smarter together
Support health and safety compliance, simplify dispatch
and job management, and improve your customer service
by sharing information securely and efficiently across your
business and supply chain.
Share real-time and historical vehicle activity across
your own fleet, partner and sub-contractor fleets, to
coordinate resources, monitor driver behaviour, and
improve fleet management.
• EROAD Share allows you to share information securely
with your partner companies
• EZmessage enables secure two-way messaging with
your drivers
• Partner Gateway provides integration with
best-in-class partners.

"We now have the same level of visibility across our owner driver fleet as we do of our company fleet
and can now better manage all their compliance. We thought we were good and now, with EROAD
Share across the fleet, we know we are good."
Barry Raymond, CEO
Freightlines

5.
Make data-driven decisions
Take the guesswork out of your business decisions
and reinforce your competitive edge with EROAD’s
advanced reporting.
EROAD’s system takes the wealth of data your fleet
generates every day and turns it into easy-to-understand
reports and dashboards that provide actionable insights for
your business.
With EROAD you’ll benefit from improved fleet productivity,
better route planning, greater customer satisfaction, timely
maintenance, ability to monitor stop/idle times and driver
hours and improved legal compliance.
• Allocate resources, better manage dispatch and job
scheduling and right-size your fleet
• Reduce fuel use and repair costs through better
route planning
• Identify trends and exceptions and monitor driver
behaviour over time.

"We started using EROAD as we needed a more modern management tool.
With EROAD’s system, you’re dealing with facts, as opposed to emotion."
Jim Shankie, Fleet Manager
Isaac Construction

6.
Maintain a healthy fleet
Maintaining up-to-date vehicle servicing and certification is a
key requirement of health and safety compliance. The EROAD
Service module helps you ensure the safety of your fleet,
streamlining servicing certification and notifying you when
servicing’s due, based on engine hours, distance or time since
last service.
Reduce operating costs by proactively managing vehicle
certification, servicing and maintenance, and lower the risk
of penalties and vehicle downtime. Your full service history is
archived in Depot, eliminating the need to keep paper records.
Our Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports (DVIR) reduce the risk
of breakdowns, with an easy-to-use mobile app that guides
drivers through inspections and lets them share the report
with the click of a button.

"The service management system is brilliant. I have full visibility on maintenance costs
and service scheduling, and my records are automatically archived."
Luke Lee
PCL Limited

7.
Ditch the hubo
EROAD’s electronic distance recorders are the key to
unleashing the comprehensive benefits available from our
advanced technology platform.
Vehicle downtime for hubodometer replacements is a
significant business interruption. Hubodometers have annual
failure rates of 100% because they are rigidly mounted on an
axle with the tyre being the only protection from road shocks.
Hubodometers can increase distance recorded by upwards
of 7% because of tyre wear and in excess of 10% from
faulty operation.
Our electronic distance recorders overcome these problems
and are approved by NZ Transport Agency as replacements
for mechanical hubodometers. Their electronic display also
means paper RUC labels are no longer needed.
We offer a range of electronic distance recorders:
• Ehubo1: Our core hardware device, competitively priced,
will meet the needs of most operators
• Ehubo2: Access multiple applications on a single device,
including ERUC, Drive Buddy in-cab feedback, EZfuel
and EZmessage
• Tubo: The distance recorder of choice for trailers.

"Seven times out of ten when you have a wheel change, the hubodometer gets knocked out.
That’s all downtime for me and my vehicles. EROAD’s made my business more cost effective
and more manageable."
Robbie Allen
Robbie's Linehaul

8.
Go paperless for easier RUC management
EROAD’s electronic system makes buying and managing RUC
easier. Purchase your RUC licences where and when you need
them, through our NZ Transport Agency-approved, secure,
bank-grade payment system. Your licences are automatically
delivered to your EROAD in-vehicle device for display as
approved RUC licences — no paper labels required.
EROAD’s fully paperless electronic RUC system gives
you back the time you spend on RUC administration, and
removes the risk of accidental non-compliance. Our AutoRUC
feature allows you to automatically purchase RUC in legally
minimum amounts — so you can keep cash in the bank rather
than on the windscreen. Your new licence is automatically
purchased just before your current one expires, ensuring
you’re always compliant.

"Off-road claims are a big deal when you’re in forestry and EROAD has made the whole process simpler. We use AutoRUC
so we know our trucks are compliant when they’re away from the base – it’s one of those things that you set and forget."
Jason Williams, Operations Manager
Williams & Wilshier Ltd

9.
Increase your off-road refunds
Claim back your off-road travel and improve the accuracy and
frequency of your claims with our automated system.
EROAD’s mapping engine automatically captures vehicle
locations and accurately determines off-road travel based on
public road map data. You can also add your own off-road
areas by creating geofences for locations such as depots and
container terminals.
• When a RUC licence expires, off-road travel is
automatically calculated and the RUCOR (off-road
refund claim form) generated
• Submit your claim electronically to NZ Transport Agency,
at no extra charge
• Off-road reports are archived in our web application,
Depot, to support legal compliance.

"I just processed 160 pages of RUCORs in six minutes. The old way of verifying then printing 160 pages
would have taken me at least three hours. Now it’s just a click of a button and they’re submitted."
Annalese McNair, Workshop Admin Supervisor
Hall’s Group Ltd

10.
Save on fuel
Reduce one of your largest operating expenses by
proactively managing fuel consumption. EROAD’s EZfuel
module simplifies fuel management, allowing you to compare
fuel records against vehicle distance and location information,
and identify trends and exceptions across your fleet.
Our suite of reports, Fuel Efficiency, Fuel Usage and Fuel
Exception, provide detailed insights into fuel consumption by
vehicle, driver and fleet.

"I use the daily activity and fuel exception reports to ensure nothing looks out of the ordinary."
Gordon Jolly, Health, Safety & Environmental Manager
MWN Civil Limited, Auckland

How we deliver
Our secure hardware
device, the Ehubo, is
installed in your cab.
It measures distance
travelled with a high
degree of accuracy and
also captures location,
route and operational data
from the vehicle.

The Ehubo is designed
to operate in a wide range
of conditions, consumes
little energy, and can be
installed in any vehicle
regardless of make,
model or age.

The Ehubo records,
stores and continuously
transmits encrypted
data via the cellular data
network to our webbased application, Depot,
where users are able to
access information and
services online.

Depot allows you to
view and monitor your
vehicles in real time
from any web-enabled
device. Depot is home to
a range of powerful tools
and insightful reports,
all designed to help you
better manage and control
your operation.

Depot is hosted on cloud
infrastructure, offering
unparalleled performance,
redundancy and security.
Tax, compliance and
vehicle maintenance data
is stored for seven years,
allowing you to effortlessly
meet your statutory
requirements around
record keeping.

We back up our services
with a New Zealandbased customer support
team, plus a user-friendly,
regularly updated help
website with searchable
topics, FAQs and online
training videos. Our
customers receive all
monthly Depot updates
automatically with no
action required.
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"It’s human nature not to check whether you’re up to date with
RUC. That’s why AutoRUC is a no brainer for us.
We have 10 vehicles with AutoRUC set at 2000km each.
It’s by far the easiest option for us."
Spencer Walesby, Director
City Siteworks

"I first started using the EROAD system for compliance. I’ve
watched it develop to where it is now and really do use every
feature – fuel reporting, driver behaviour, servicing, offroads
and all fleet reporting. It’s easy to use and the information it
gives us is fantastic.
We’re relying on it more and more now to meet health and
safety obligations."
Carl Drew, Transport Manager
Transport South Island Logistics

"We rely on the Service module now to increase the frequency
of our services and the fleet summary reports are increasingly
invaluable as our fleet expands."
Andrew Bell, Manager, Environmental Services
Intergroup

"EROAD fleet tracking is fantastic but where we’re increasingly
seeing benefits is in reporting. It’s even more important than realtime information because it’s giving us a history of everything
from mileage, event logs and RUC, to fuel efficiency and
maintenance. With servicing, for example, it’s starting to build a
picture that helps us make decisions about vehicle replacement,
based on factors like fuel economy and repair costs."
Glenn Coughlan, National Operations Manager
Crown Relocations

"We’ve been able to get detailed reports on things like speed
and fuel use in a matter of seconds, so we can identify where
the problems lie and focus on driver training."
Marcel Plaisir, Transport Manager
DHL Supply Chain

"The ability to buy the extra weight as you need it is fantastic.
Fully loaded, our trucks can weigh up to 33 tonne but it varies
job to job.
Once the guys have placed the container on the truck, they
give us a call. We can purchase the additional RUC through
EROAD’s Depot then and there."
Angus Petrie, Transport Manager
NZ Express 2006 Ltd
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